ISTQB® Academic Research Compendium – Submission form

Publish your Research and/or Paper at the list of ISTQB® Academic Research Compendium, filling in the following information:

If you are a person who wishes to share information, or you have a new idea that will initiate academic research, through an academic institution, please submit your paper and/or research to be added to the ISTQB® Academic Research Compendium.

Industry Area / Domain: <______________>

Affiliated Topic(s): <______________>, <______________>, <______________>, <______________>

Title:
<_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________>

Status: <______________> (Completed, In Progress, Ready for Kick-off)

Objectives:
<_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________>

Expected Outcome:
<_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________>

Short description (200 words):
<_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________

Type of Research: <______________>
(ISTQB® Academic Research Compendium LOGO)

Date: (Day/Month/Year): <01 January 2016>

Link to the Paper (if any): <________________________________________________________________>

Sponsor(s) (if any): <________________________________________________________________>

Expected Completion Date (if applicable): (Day/Month/Year): <01 January 2016>

Author(s) Name(s):
<_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________>

Point of contact:

- Name (first, middle, last): <_______>, <_______>, <_______>
- Email address: <__________________________________________>
- Phone: <____> <____> <__________>

Submission criteria

The list of papers and research is constantly updated by the ISTQB® Academia Committee, is looking for papers and research that have to:

- Be focused on Testing and Quality
- Create a value and contribution to the field
- Have a scientific, academic, or pedagogic specialization
- Be a new research initiative
- Be written in the English language

Recognition is based on the following criteria:

- Clearly stated list of goals
- Focused on Software Testing and/or Quality
- Has a well-defined research Methodology and Plan
- Has the possibility of Practical Application

The ISTQB® reserves the right to review these rules at any time.

Contact us at academia.research@istqb.org.